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Abstract Persistent open ridges and blocking highs (maxima) of 500-hPa geopotential height (Z500; PMZ) adjacent
in space and time are identified and tracked as one event with
a Lagrangian objective approach to derive their climatological statistics with some dynamical reasoning. A PMZ starts
with a core that contains a local eddy maximum of Z500 and
its neighboring grid points whose eddy values decrease radially to about 20 geopotential meters (GPMs) smaller than the
maximum. It connects two consecutive cores that share at
least one grid point and are within 10° of longitude of each
other using an intensity-weighted location. The PMZ ends at
the core without a successor. On each day, the PMZ impacts
an area of grid points contiguous to the core and with eddy
values decreasing radially to 100 GPMs. The PMZs identified and tracked consist of persistent ridges, omega blockings and blocked anticyclones either connected or as individual events. For example, the PMZ during 2–13 August
2003 corresponds to persistent open ridges that caused
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the extreme heatwave in Western Europe. Climatological
statistics based on the PMZs longer than 3 days generally
agree with those of blockings. In the Northern Hemisphere,
more PMZs occur in DJF season than in JJA and their duration both exhibit a log-linear distribution. Because more
omega-shape blocking highs and open ridges are counted,
the PMZs occur more frequently over Northeast Pacific than
over Atlantic-Europe during cool seasons. Similar results are
obtained using the 200-hPa geopotential height (in place of
Z500), indicating the quasi-barotropic nature of the PMZ.
Keywords Tracking · Open ridge · Anticyclone ·
Blocking · Persistence · Climatology

1 Introduction
Fluctuations of 500-hPa geopotential height (Z500 hereafter) dynamically steer surface weather systems in middle
latitudes. For example, a Z500 maximum indicating a ridge
or an anticyclone induces a local surface high pressure system that generally causes benign, dry and warm weather
(Hoskins and Woollings 2015; Horton et al. 2016). Under
favorable conditions, such as when it resides in a jet-exit
region (Pelly and Hoskins 2003; Tyrlis and Hoskins 2008;
Masato et al. 2013a; Davini et al. 2014; Faranda et al. 2016;
O’Reilly et al. 2016), the local Z500 maximum tends to persist and develop into an atmospheric blocking episode. The
jet stream is subsequently split into two branches that can
persist for several days to weeks (Rex 1950). Consequently,
dry and warm surface conditions can be prolonged and
potentially lead to severe droughts and heatwaves, especially
during the summer (Green 1977; Dole et al. 2011; Horton
et al. 2016). Identifying and tracking persistent maxima of
Z500 (PMZ hereafter) is essential in understanding and
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predicting their onset, prolonged duration, subsequent dissipation, and their impact on local, upstream and downstream
weather and regional climate.
Atmospheric blocking patterns are traditionally recognized as blocked highs with established reversals of meridional pressure gradients, and they are methodologically separated from open ridges with little signature of the reversal
although both systems are closely connected in dynamics
(e.g., Rex 1950; Lejenäs and Økland 1983; Tibaldi and
Molteni 1990; Pelly and Hoskins 2003; Masato et al. 2013a).
It has been found that open ridges at Z500 in certain cases
can induce harmful weather such as the extreme heatwave in
early August 2003 over Europe (Black et al. 2004) and a cold
event in East Asia (Bueh and Xie 2015), but generally have
not been tracked as systematically as conventional blockings.
A survey of existing blocking indices below indicates a lack
of methods that incorporate open ridges, revealing a need
for an algorithm for tracking the PMZ events consisting of
traditional blocking highs and persistent open ridges and for
deriving the climatological statistics of PMZs.
Existing blocking indices can be grouped based on the
type of the base field and specific blocking situations (Barriopedro et al. 2010). Commonly used base fields include the
Z500 (Tibaldi and Molteni 1990; Barriopedro et al. 2006,
2010; Masato et al. 2013b; Faranda et al. 2016), the meridional wind component (Kaas and Branstator 1993), the local
stream function computed using spherical harmonics expansion (Metz 1986), the vertically averaged potential vorticity
(Schwierz et al. 2004; Small et al. 2014), and the potential
temperature at the 2-PVU (potential vorticity unit) surface
near the dynamical tropopause (Pelly and Hoskins 2003;
Masato et al. 2013a, b).
Blocking situations can divide the indices into four categories: (1) a regional and persistent reversal of meridional
gradients in the absolute field of Z500 or potential temperature (e.g., Lejenäs and Økland 1983; Tibaldi and Molteni
1990; Pelly and Hoskins 2003; Barriopedro et al. 2006,
2010; Diao et al. 2006; Scherrer et al. 2006; Masato et al.
2013a, b; Faranda et al. 2016; Schiemann et al. 2017) which,
through the geostrophic relationship or the PV invertibility
principle (Hoskins et al. 1985) is dynamically equivalent to
easterly flows in place of westerly around a reference latitude
representative of the jet stream. A benefit of the reversal
approaches is their dynamical link to the breaking of Rossby
waves and to the reversed flow inhibiting further Rossby
wave propagation (Faranda et al. 2016); (2) persistent positive departures from the climatological Z500 or negative
departures of the PV field (e.g., Dole and Gordon 1983;
Shukla and Mo 1983; Knox and Hay 1985; Sausen et al.
1995; Schwierz et al. 2004; Renwick 2005; Dunn-Sigouin
et al. 2013; Faranda et al. 2016; Parsons et al. 2016); (3)
eddy fields identified as areas bounded by southerly wind
upstream and northerly downstream (Kaas and Branstator
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1993; Cash and Lee 2000) or as regions where the Z500
largely exceeds the zonal mean of a surrounding sector
(Hartmann and Ghan 1980; Mullen 1986, 1989); and (4)
atmospheric circulation patterns associated with weather
regimes objectively derived from either statistical multivariate methods (Vautard 1990; Michelangeli et al. 1995)
or neural networks (Verdecchia et al. 1996).
The most commonly used blocking indices can be simplified into two types based on the absolute or anomalous
base field. The first type uses the absolute field of Z500
(Lejenäs and Økland 1983; Tibaldi and Molteni 1990; TM90
hereafter; D’Andrea et al. 1998, 2016; Scherrer et al. 2006;
Masato et al. 2013b; Davini and; Schiemann et al. 2017)
and of potential temperature (Pelly and Hoskins 2003,
PH03 hereafter; Masato et al. 2013a; Small et al. 2014).
The TM90 index follows the classic definition of blocking
by Rex (1950), emphasizing the existence of a persistent
and appreciable split flow into a double jet with a sharp
transition from westerly to meridional flow. They adapted
the original criteria of Rex (1950) into an objective method
to provide a measure of the westerly flow at each longitude
from the meridional difference of Z500 gradients centered at
the reference latitude. This index can provide instantaneous
blocking detection based on the longitude of westerly flow
reversal. TM90 added a gradient criterion of Z500 to filter out some systems that marginally meet the requirement.
Additionally, the method was generalized to consider spatial
and temporal characteristics by setting the thresholds for a
minimum number of consecutive blocked longitudes. The
TM90 index, however, has some limitations due to (1) its
longitudinal (i.e., 1-D) description of blocking, (2) the fixed
central reference latitude at which the meridional gradient
is computed, and (3) the predefinition of blocking sectors.
The limitations of the TM90 index can be reduced by
refining the definition of regional blocking (PH03; Masato
et al. 2013a, b). PH03 argued that atmospheric blocking may
be described as the wave breaking of potential temperature
(θ) on a potential vorticity (PV) surface near the dynamical
tropopause and the subsequent reversal of the meridional
gradients of θ. They constructed a dynamical blocking index
using the meridional θ difference on the 2-PVU surface, representing a Rossby wave breaking regime (Chen et al. 2015;
Huang and Nakamura 2016). The revised index (known as
the PV-θ index) corresponds to the central blocking reference latitude (CBL) that varies with longitude and is located
where the climatological high-pass transient eddy kinetic
energy reaches a maximum. As a result, the PV-θ index identifies the annual average location of Pacific blocking closer
to the Northeast Pacific. Additional improvements to TM90
have been made by a 2-D expansion that avoids a priori definition of blocking sectors, such as over Atlantic or Europe
(Barriopedro et al. 2006; Diao et al. 2006; Scherrer et al.
2006; Masato et al. 2013a, b; Athanasiadias et al. 2014).
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The second type of commonly used blocking index is
time-anomaly based (Dole and Gordon 1983; DG83 hereafter; Sausen et al. 1995; Sinclair 1996; Doblas-Reyes
et al. 2002; Renwick 2005; Dunn-Sigouin et al. 2013;
Parsons et al. 2016). The DG83 follows Elliot and Smith
(1949) to identify persistent patterns as positive and
negative Z500 anomalies from the climatological mean
that exceed a given threshold for a prescribed duration.
Variants of DG83 detect blockings as persistent positive
anomalies (PPA; Sinclair 1996) that are larger than 100
GPMs in Z500 (Renwick 2005) or 8 hPa in mean sea level
pressure (Parsons et al. 2016) and persist for at least 5 days
(Renwick 2005; Parsons et al. 2016). Another more recent
anomaly-based blocking index uses potential vorticity
anomalies vertically integrated from the mid-troposphere
to the lower stratosphere (Schwierz et al. 2004; Small et al.
2014). That index tends to identify more occurrences during the summer compared to other indices including those
based on only Z500 anomalies. These anomaly-based indices provide a full 2-D spatial (longitude-latitude) description of blocking, which is helpful for regional applications.
There are limitations for anomaly-only-based blocking
indices as well. They generally require that the time series
of the base field are sufficiently long to derive an estimation of the mean (e.g., DG83; Sausen et al. 1995; DoblasReyes et al. 2002; Renwick 2005; Parsons et al. 2016),
which is difficult for operational predictions. In addition,
the threshold of positive anomalies alone appears insufficient to define a Rex blocking (e.g., Liu 1994; Sausen et al.
1995), because the position of the anomaly center can also
be a critical parameter. In some cases, positive anomalies
may correspond to weakened troughs more closely than
blocking patterns (e.g., Charney et al. 1981).
The limitations of the full field or anomaly-based blocking indices were reduced by combining their strengths
and using Z500 as the base field (e.g., Barriopedro et al.
2010). Blockings were viewed as 2-D anomalies capable of reversing the meridional gradients of geopotential
heights, thus removing the condition of meridional inversion in both the total field and the anomaly threshold. Such
a combined index exhibited agreement with the climatological regions of maximum band-pass filtered height variance and simultaneous wave amplification. The detected
blockings, however, retain some limitations associated
with time anomalies to be discussed more below. Masato
et al. (2013b) designed another 2-D blocking index based
on daily mean Z500 that used the varying central blocking latitude (CBL) of PH03. This index equally evaluates
equatorward cutoff lows and poleward blocking highs as
a disruption to westerlies, which agrees with the wavebreaking methodology of PH03. The resultant blocking
climatology is more consistent with PH03 as well (their
Fig. 1a).

Fig. 1  500-hPa geopotential height (color shading in every 100
GPMs), two types of anomalies (contours; defined in Eq. 1–4) with
(Za; green) or without (Z′; gray) climatological eddies, and daily
eddies (Z*; black) over Northeast Pacific and North America averaged
during the PMZ episode in 9–26 January 2013. Contour interval is 50
GPMs with 0 being omitted

From the various blocking indices previously discussed,
it can be generally concluded that a mature blocking pattern
is the target of these indices with open ridges excluded (e.g.,
Fig. 2 in PH03; Fig. 2 in Barriopedro et al. 2010; Fig. 1 in;
Masato et al. 2013a). Such a separation poses some limitations of existing blocking indices in recognizing the importance of persistent ridges, immature blockings and omegashape blocks. Additionally, on weather maps, omega-shape
blockings are commonly observed, preceded and succeeded
by persistent open ridges in the Northeast Pacific impacting
the weather and regional climate over North America. Missing such meaningful systems in statistics tends to narrow the
causes of harmful weather and climate events.
This study attempts to answer the outstanding question:
What and how different statistics would persistent open
ridges and blocking highs demonstrate when they are identified and tracked as one event if they are adjacent in both
space and time? Motivated by the blocking indices based
on meridional winds (or eddy fields; Kaas and Branstator
1993), the time anomalies of Z500 (e.g., DG83; Renwick
2005; Dunn-Sigouin et al. 2013; Parsons et al. 2016) and
the objective detection for tilted ridges (Bueh and Xie 2015),
this study attempts to develop a new approach to identify and
track both blocking anticyclones and persistent open ridges
as persistent maxima at Z500 (PMZs) and derive their climatological statistics with some dynamical reasoning, ignoring
the cut-off low component of a traditional blocking pattern.
Section 2 introduces the data, compares the Z500 eddy component with different anomalies, demonstrates its advantage
over time anomalies for detecting open ridges, and describes
the Lagrangian objective approach for identifying and tracking PMZs based on instant daily zonal anomalies. Section 3
presents the results of three case studies including the
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European heatwaves in early August 2003, the climatological statistics of tracked PMZ events as well as comparisons
with those of persistent positive anomalies (PPA; Renwick
2005; Parsons et al. 2016) and blockings. Section 4 summarizes the new findings and discusses some caveats in the
new algorithm.

2 Data and methodology
2.1 Data
The daily data are produced by the NCEP-NCAR Reanalysis
project (Kalnay et al. 1996) including 500-hPa geopotential height (Z500), surface temperature, and 200-hPa geopotential height (Z200). All fields cover 1 January 1979–31
December 2015 at a resolution of 2.5° × 2.5° in longitude
and latitude. This data set has been widely used for detecting
blocking episodes in previous studies (e.g., Renwick 2005;
Barriopedro et al. 2006, 2010; Davini et al. 2014; Colucci
and Kelleher 2015; Sousa et al. 2017). The Z500 fields from
the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011; Athanasiadias
et al. 2014) are used for testing the sensitivity of tracked
PMZs to data resolution. These data have a native resolution of 0.75° × 0.75° and are interpolated to 1.0° × 1.0°,
1.125° × 1.125°, 1.5° × 1.5°, 2.0° × 2.0°, 2.5° × 2.5° and
3° × 3° covering the same time period.
2.2 Decomposing the daily Z500 in time and longitude
Open ridges and closed anticyclones at Z500 are positive
anomalies after subtracting the zonal mean of each latitude
circle. Their longitudinal locations are determined by the
southerly flow on the west side and northerly on the east
in the Northern Hemisphere (Kaas and Branstator 1993).
The eddy anomalies of Z500 after removing the zonal mean
retain the relative magnitude of a ridge or anticyclone, and
thus retain the location of meridional flows based on the geostrophic relationship. Time anomalies tend to deviate from
a ridge or anticyclone because the subtracted climatology is
not purely zonal. To demonstrate that eddy anomalies follow
the ridges in the full field more closely than time anomalies,
we can decompose the Z500 (Z in short in the following
equations) following Peixoto and Oort (1992) as

̄ + [Z]� + Z̄ ∗ + Z ∗� ,
Z = Z̄ + Z � = [Z] + Z ∗ = [Z]
(1)
where the overbar and brackets are for averages in time and
longitude, respectively, and the superscript prime and star
indicate the transient and zonally deviated eddy fields. The
time mean (i.e., climatology of Z̄ ) consists of the long-term
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mean and the first four harmonics of the annual cycle1 during 1979–2015. The conventional time anomaly, Z ′, includes
transient zonal mean [Z]� and transient eddy anomaly Z ∗�,
but not a time-mean eddy Z̄ ∗ component which contains a
large portion of zonal inhomogeneity. Thus, time anomaly
(anomaly for short) Z ′ can be written as

̄ − Z̄ ∗ .
Z � = Z − Z̄ = Z − [Z]
(2)
′
From (2), it can be reasoned that positive Z anomalies
can potentially deviate away from a ridge in Z and a moderately positive area or maximum of Z ′ can correspond to
a weakened trough of Z. This deviation sometimes can be
large, as demonstrated by the composite maps of Z500 and
its different anomalies (Fig. 1). Figure 1 shows the averaged
Z500 (color shading) of a tracked PMZ containing a segment
of omega blocking during 9–26 January 2013. An enhanced
ridge in Z (red shading) is evident close to the north Pacific
coast of North America with a weaker ridge over the southeast coast of the US. Conventional Z500 anomalies Z ′, represented by gray contours, have a primary local maximum
near 145°W and 50°N that deviates from the ridge of Z
by 15°–20° to the west; the anomaly associated with the
weaker ridge west of 90°W and near 35°N corresponds to
a weakened trough. Maximum anomalies of Z ′ agree less
well with blocking ridges in either geographical location or
magnitude. Some adjustments in Z ′ would be needed to well
represent these ridges.
When the climatological eddy Z̄ ∗ is retained, another type
of eddy anomaly Za can be derived (Peixoto and Oort 1992)
as
(3)
The maximum Za (green contours in Fig. 1) follows the
ridge more closely and the maximum has a much larger
amplitude than Z ′ for the shallow ridge near the southeast
coast of the US.
For identifying and tracking the PMZ that emphasizes
zonal inhomogeneity without defining and computing the
climatology Z̄ , the transient zonal mean [Z]� can be discarded
from (3) to quantify the daily eddy anomalies as

̄
Za = Z � + Z̄ ∗ = [Z]� + Z ∗� + Z̄ ∗ = Z − [Z].

Z ∗ = Z − [Z] = Z̄ ∗ + Z ∗� .
(4)
∗
Daily eddy anomalies Z (eddy anomalies hereafter; contours in black in Fig. 1) are consistent with Za, and even
more closely follow the location and amplitude of a ridge
as well as the flow patterns on a daily Z500 map (Fig. 1). In
addition, discarding only zonal averages ensures that a positive Z* corresponds to a ridge and not a weakened trough.

1

A forward Fourier transform produces the harmonics with periodicities at 365, 182, 121, and 91 days. A backward transform based
on these components as well as the long-term mean forms the time
mean.
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The transient zonal average [Z]� was excluded implicitly
through meridional geostrophic winds in the blocking index
of Kaas and Branstator (1993). Of the three anomalies, Z*
best represents both the spatial and magnitude characteristics
of the open ridges and omega-shape blockings of Z500. Also
because its derivation is instantaneous and does not require
long-term records for computing the climatology as in Z ′ ,
it is chosen as the base field for identifying and tracking the
PMZ.
2.3 Identifying and tracking the cores of PMZ
An idealized PMZ event has a life cycle consecutively
consisting of open ridges, omega-shape blockings, closed
anticyclones, omega-shape blockings and open ridges with
possibly different persistent time and moving speed. Our
approach is intended to identify these components represented by maximum Z* as objects (referred to as cores
below) and track them into PMZ events if they are adjacent
in both time and space. This approach is Lagrangian, different from an Eulerian method which examines the meridional
geostrophic winds (Z*; Kaas and Branstator 1993), Z ′ (Renwick 2005) or MSLP′ (Parsons et al. 2016) on individual
grid point.
To identify and track the PMZ, the first step is to remove
the zonal average [Z] at each latitude from the daily Z500
following Eq. (4) and identify the local maxima of the eddy
field Z ∗ as possible candidates for a PMZ episode. These
maxima are screened automatically to locate local extremes
or cores. The innermost layer of the core includes a center
point and eight surrounding points with Z ∗ values smaller
than or equal to that of the center. This condition ensures that
the center is closed, which is potentially helpful for regional
applications. The inner core then expands to include more
points immediately connected with the nine points, and each
additional grid neighbors at least two core points. Their Z*
values are larger than or equal to a small positive value
(100 GPMs in this study), but slightly (at most 20 GPMs
in this study) smaller than that of the center and decrease
radially. The 100-GPM threshold appears in Fig. 1 as the
outer-most closed contour (black) for the stronger ridge and
the only closed contour for the shallow ridge. Tests indicate that this threshold and slightly different values can help
remove very shallow ridges with positive Z*, but does not
affect closed highs or stronger ridges (not shown). A much
larger threshold of 200 GPMs will be shown to substantially
reduce the number of tracked PMZs. The 20-GPM threshold
encloses a sufficiently large number of points while making the cores on the same day sufficiently small and easily
separable. Slightly modifying this threshold (e.g., within
17.5–22.5 GPMs) does not substantially change the results
(not shown). A wider range of the thresholds, including 10,

Fig. 2  A snapshot on 9 January 2013 for the identified maxima (gray
shading) of different PMZ episodes. Contours in color or black are for
the total field Z500 or Z
 * (starting from 100 GPMs) with an interval
of 100 GPMs. The black cross indicates the intensity-weighted location of starting center in the northeast Pacific

30, and 50 GPMs, will substantially increase or reduce the
number of PMZs (to be discussed below).
Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the cores on 9 January
2013 at the start of a PMZ episode. It also indicates how
closely the core represents an open ridge or a blocking anticyclone. Colored contours are for the full field of Z500 and
black contours for the eddy anomaly Z*; both have an interval of 100 GPMs. The gray-shading indicates a core that
will have been tracked as a part of a PMZ. A total of three
cores are identified on this day. The first one is located near
155°W and 50°N with a black cross; it starts the PMZ episode as an enhanced ridge. The black cross represents the
intensity-weighted location of core points. It is clearly collocated with the Z500 ridge and indicates that the algorithm
can identify a core for an open ridge. The second core is over
Europe and extends into the northeast Atlantic, corresponding to a blocked high near 10°W and 65°N. The third core
corresponds to a ridge near 10°E and 60°N. There are other
Z* maxima following ridges in the Southern Hemisphere,
but are not identified as PMZ cores. Using the prescribed
thresholds, it is clear from Fig. 2 that PMZ cores can be
detected objectively and ensure that the identified cores of
Z* are indeed ridges or closed anticyclones.
The second step is to track the evolution of PMZ cores.
After all cores are identified, each of them is compared with
those on successive eddy anomaly Z* maps. Two cores on
two consecutive maps are deemed connected if they share
at least one grid point in common. This single criterion can
include weak maxima that enclose too many grid points and
move too fast. To exclude such cases, the distance between
the mass-weighted locations of two cores is chosen to be
within 10° of longitude. The 10-degree threshold is based
on the discussions found in previous studies (DG83, TM90,
PH03 and Barriopedro et al. 2010) for the scale of a typical
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

areas are collocated with the maxima of Z* and closely follow open ridges and subsequent omega-shape blocking episodes. It is noteworthy that the ridge existed as early as 6
January 2013 (shown as the black contours), but it is not
identified and tracked as a part of the PMZ until 3 days later.
This case supports the reasonable treatment of connected
open ridges and blocking highs as one PMZ event.
The steps and criteria for tracking a PMZ event are summarized below.
• A core is identified to include a local maximum of eddy

(c)

(f)

Fig. 3  Successive snapshots of intensity-weighted locations of PMZ
cores during 9–26 January 2013. Black cross represents the core of
current day and red ones for its predecessors, and gray shading is for
the impact area of the PMZ on current day. Color contours are for the
Z500 every 100 GPMs

blocking and the characteristic velocity of travelling largescale disturbances, which is on the order of 10°–15° longitude per day (e.g. Treidl et al. 1981). A PMZ event in this
study is then defined as connected cores lasting for 4 days or
longer, although a smaller number of days can be used for an
approximate comparison with the instantaneous blockings
identified by blocking indices (e.g., TM90; PH03; Renwick
2005; Masato et al. 2013a, b; Parsons et al. 2016). An individual PMZ event is objectively defined as finished when the
core is no longer connected with a successor.
2.4 Expanding the tracked cores
After all PMZ events are identified and tracked from 1
January 1979 to 31 December 2015, each tracked core is
expanded to include additional grid points for time-evolving impact areas. We use 100 GPMs again as the threshold for additional points immediately connected with the
core points. This threshold is based on the composite in
Fig. 1 (black contours) and can be reduced to any positive
value to exclude weak ridges according to Eq. (4). Each
grid point belongs to one PMZ core to avoid double counting. A non-tracked core inside the expanded area is finally
absorbed. Figure 3 shows the snapshots of the expanded
PMZs (gray shading) during 9–26 January 2013. All gray
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anomaly Z* and its neighboring grid points whose values
are greater than 100 GPMs and decrease radially to about
20 GPMs smaller than the maximum value.
• Two cores on consecutive Z* maps belong to a PMZ event
if they share at least one grid point and move no greater
than 10° longitude per day.
• The PMZ persists for 4 days or longer and ends at the
core without a successor. The number of days can be as
small as two.
• Each of the tracked cores is expanded to include more
contiguous points whose Z* values decrease radially
to about 100 GPMs excluding weak ridges. A nontracked core inside the expanded area is finally absorbed.
Because time anomalies Z ′ are capable of detecting ridges
even though their maximum can deviate away from actual
ridges in the Northeast Pacific (Figs. 1, 8b below), Table 1
gives comparisons of Z*-based PMZ approaches and Z ′based blocking indices, which are inferred from DG83 and
Renwick (2005).

3 Results
3.1 Three cases
To demonstrate how open ridges and blocking highs form
one event, the PMZ episode that occurred during 9–26
January 2013—discussed in previous section and illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3—is examined in more detail. Open
ridges had preceded this episode for several days (Fig. 3a),
but moved faster than the threshold of 10° longitude per
day.2 After 9 January (Fig. 2), the ridge became sufficiently
stationary. Over the next 4 days, it gradually strengthened
and developed into an omega-shape blocking (Fig. 3c). The
blocked ridge then weakened and tilted to the northwest, but
remained quasi-stationary. By 22 January (Fig. 3e), the ridge
opened and its core was inland with the impact area (gray

2

Some of the open ridges can be included in the PMZ event using a
larger speed as threshold.
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Table 1  Comparisons of Z
 *- and Z ′-based approaches
Parameters and diagnosis

Z*-based PMZ

Z ′-Based blockings

Full base field
Z500 temporal resolution
Z500 horizontal resolution
Time of the year
Spatial coverage
Anomaly definition
Low-pass filtering
Normalized anomalies
Spatial filtering
Length of record
Raw anomaly signs
Raw anomaly systems

500-hPa geopotential height (Z500)
Daily
2.5° × 2.5°
All seasons, 1979–2015
Global
Removal of zonal mean
No
No
No
≥ 2 days
Positive only
Positive for ridge only

Raw maximum and ridge locations

Coincide closely

Tracking
Tracking object

Threshold for impact area

Lagrangian
Closed local maxima
as cores
100 GMPs; within
20 GPMs of maxima
100 GPMs

Z500
Twice daily
5° × 5°
Winter (90 days), 1963–1976
Northern or Southern Hemisphere
Removal of climatology
Periods shorter than 6 days
By latitude
9-point
Long record for climatology
Both positive and negative
Positive possible for a trough
Negative possible for a ridge
Deviated by ~ 10°–15° longitude
over Northeastern Pacific
Lagrangian
Above local threshold every
50 up to 250 GPMs
Maxima not separate

Moving speed
Days of persistence
Extension
Description

≤ 10° longitude per day
≥ 4 but can be 2 days
2-dimensional (2-D)
2-D PMZ

Threshold for a core

Fig. 4  Anomalies of 2-m temperature (color shading in K; T′s), total
500-hPa geopotential height (gray-thick dashed isopleths; every 100
GPMs with the 5800 isopleth labeled; Z500), and daily eddies (black
contours; Z*) averaged during the blocking episode from 9 to 26 January 2013

shading) extending into the central US. It moved slightly
faster over the next several days, reaching the central US
by 26 January. The open ridge stayed over the US for two

Above local threshold every
50 up to 250 GPMs
Stationary for blockings
≥ 5 up to 25 days
2-D
2-D blocking (positive)

more days, but moved faster than the threshold and thus not
tracked.
The average 2-m temperature anomaly3 (Ts′; Fig. 4) during
the blocking episode 9–26 January 2013 demonstrates how
the abnormally warm conditions in the Northwest US–Canada was modulated by the PMZ event. The temperature was
above normal along the outer edge of the omega blocking
with the largest anomaly of as much as 6 K to the north of
the ridge and in the average core area. It was below normal
to the northeast of the 100-GPM Z* contour (this also supports 100 GPMs as a threshold for the impact area of the
PMZ). The cold anomaly was located at downstream of the
ridge (thick-gray dashed contours). This temperature anomaly pattern is a typical response to omega-shape blockings
(e.g., Konard 1996). The warmer conditions in the central
and eastern US correspond to a weakened trough and a shallow ridge (indicated by marginally positive Z*), with the
southeast US experiencing a period of positive anomalies.
Figure 4 indicates that the temperature anomalies align with

3

Ts′ derived by a formula similar to (2).
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Table 2  Three tracked PMZ events impacting Europe during 2003
Starting Date Duration
(days)

Mean central Mean central Mean
latitude (°N) longitude (°E) Intensity
(GPMs)

2003/05/28
2003/06/18
2003/08/02

52.5
54.6
51.7

18
12
12

13.0
1.4
4.4

182.3
170.2
162.3

Fig. 5  Same as Fig. 4, but for the blocking episode associated with
the record heatwave in Western Europe during 2–13 August 2003

the maximum eddy of Z500, supporting Z* as a suitable metric for tracking PMZ episodes.
The second PMZ case is associated with the extreme
heatwave in Europe during early August 2003 (Black et al.
2004). It was exceptionally warm and dry from May through
the end of August that year. The heatwave in early August
was particularly serious in Western Europe. The warm and
dry summer season was attributed to persistent anomalous
anticyclonic flow patterns in the lower and middle troposphere (Black et al. 2004). Our tracking algorithm identified and tracked three PMZ events during the three months
(PMZ details shown in Table 2). The first two events covered
the whole month of June 2003 and the third occurred 2–13
August 2003, the episode that contributed to the extreme
heatwave.
Figure 5 shows the averaged 2-m temperature anomalies
over 2–13 August 2003. Warm anomalies exceeded 8 K in
Western Europe, which corresponded to the center of the
extreme heatwave. This center was collocated with the Z500
ridge (thick-gray); it also coincided with the center of Z*.
The Z500 ridges were shallow and open during this period,
a setup difficult to be tracked as a conventional blocking
pattern (Rex 1950). For example, there was little evident
reversal of pressure gradients associated with Z500 ridges,
thus the TM90 index would ignore this feature as a blocking. The PMZ episode is successfully identified and tracked
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Fig. 6  Same as Fig. 3, but for persistent strong open ridges that
occurred 2–12 August 2003 and caused the record heatwave in Western Europe

by our approach (Fig. 6). Specifically, on 2 August, the core
(black cross) was located near 48°N and 5°E and then only
shifted slightly eastward by a couple of degrees during the
next 4–5 days (red crosses). This allowed for the buildup
of hot and dry surface conditions. The core moved northward and was located over the United Kingdom on 8 August
when the S-shaped inner contour indicated a weak reversal
of Z500 gradients. This would be classified as an instantaneous blocking by the TM90 index. It subsequently became
a wide open ridge and moved further to the northeast at
approximately 58°N on 10 August when the United Kingdom was located right behind the ridge and Reading experienced its hottest day (Black et al. 2004). On 12 August,
the core (black cross) moved back to Northern France when
Paris had record-breaking temperatures. The gray-shaded
impact area of the tracked PMZ in Fig. 6 wholly covered
Western Europe, coinciding with the anomaly patterns of
surface temperature (cf. Fig. 5).
The third PMZ case occurred from 8 to 18 February
1994, which included a blocking anticyclone over Europe.
The blocking episode was detected by existing blocking
indices (Barnes et al. 2012; their Fig. 1). We show it here to
demonstrate that this blocking episode was in fact preceded
by open ridges and an omega-shape blocking, and it eventually decayed back into an omega-shape blocking. The PMZ
was a highly dynamic event that persisted longer than the
event detected by the existing blocking indices. In addition,
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Fig. 7  Same as Fig. 3, but for
a PMZ episode that evolved
from an open ridge to an
omega-shape blocking, a cutoff
high, and decayed back into an
omega-shape blocking during
8–18 February 1994

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

some differences between the location of maximum Z
 * and
that of reversed Z500 gradients can be discerned.
Figure 7 shows this PMZ event during 8–18 February
1994. On 8 February (Fig. 7a), the Z* core sits right on the
head of the Z500 ridge and its impact area (gray shading)
encloses the ridge, branching slightly northeastward to the
prime meridian. Further to the northeast between 10°E
and 30°E and near 60°N, there was a decaying ridge which
would be detected as an instantaneous blocking by the TM90
index. This ridge is identified by our algorithm, but it is not
tracked as a persistent event because its duration was less
than 4 days (not shown). Two days later, the tracked ridge
strengthened and moved northward by a couple of degrees
(Fig. 7b). The impact area extended up to 80°N, absorbing the decayed blocking. The gray shading was connected
with the shallow ridge north of the Caribbean, which can be
interpreted as separate systems. By 12 February, the connection was completely broken and the Z* core (Fig. 7c) developed into a classical omega-shape blocking and moved into

northeast Europe. On 14 February, a strong blocked anticyclone as well as a weak cutoff low at (0°E, 50°N) formed a
classical blocking pattern (e.g., Barnes et al. 2012) with the
Z* core located near 15°E and 70°N. The anticyclone gradually weakened and moved faster southeastward and by 18
February, it decayed back into a weak omega-shape blocking
with the core approaching 45°E and 50°N (Fig. 7f). The life
cycle of this PMZ event shown in Fig. 7 demonstrates that
the evolution of a dynamic blocking highs on the full field
Z500 from developing to decaying stages can be well identified and tracked with the maxima of eddy field Z*.
3.2 Climatological statistics
In this section, we present the climatological statistics of
tracked PMZ events in terms of their cores and expanded
impact grid points. Since blocking highs are the major part
of persistent events, especially over the Atlantic-Europe
sector, the statistics below will be approximately compared
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Fig. 8  Annual frequency distributions (color shading) for (a) the
impact grid points of tracked PMZ events and (b) PPA days during all
seasons from 1979 to 2015 super-imposed with all-time climatology
in black contours for (a) Z500 starting at 5800 GPMs with an interval
of 100 GPMs and (b) eddy anomalies Z* of (a) with an interval of 20
GPMs

with those for blocking patterns reported in previous studies
(e.g., Kaas and Branstator 1993, PH03; Barriopedro et al.
2010; Masato et al. 2013b). Meanwhile, positive persistent
anomalies (PPA) in time as blockings of Renwick (2005) are
reproduced for a comparison in more detail.
The first climatological statistics are the annual frequency
distribution for the impact grid points of the PMZ events
from 1979 to 2015 (color shading in Fig. 8a) superimposed by climatological Z500 (Z̄ in Eq. 1; black contours
in Fig. 8a). In the Northern Hemisphere, two sectors have
annual occurrence frequencies above 18% (darker yellow).
One is in the eastern Atlantic-Europe and the other in northwest North America, with the maximum value closely following climatological ridges (cf. maximum Z̄ ∗ in Fig. 8b).
This two-dimensional spatial pattern of the frequency distribution roughly agrees with that of blocking patterns in
other studies (e.g., PH03; their Fig. 7; Barriopedro et al.
2010; their Fig. 7). The occurrence frequency magnitude
of the PMZs over the Pacific-America sector, however, is
notably different. The center here is above 21%, relatively
stronger than the one in the Atlantic-Europe sector. In
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contrast, previous studies except Kaas and Branstator (1993)
(e.g., PH03) reported that the Atlantic-Europe sector has
much larger annual occurrence frequencies for blocking patterns. In addition, the center of PMZs is inland near 120°W
and 50°N, substantially different from the center of blocking patterns generally found over the northeast Pacific or
even closer to the date line (e.g., Barriopedro et al. 2010;
their Fig. 7). Such differences indicate that a large number of persistent ridges and blockings were previously
undetected, many occurring closer to the northwest coast
of North America. In both sectors, PMZ events occur at
different latitudes. This agrees with the varying reference
latitudes widely used for detecting blockings since PH03
(e.g., Masato et al. 2013b). In the Southern Hemisphere,
the occurrence of PMZ is much larger in the Eastern Hemisphere, with a center between 150°E and 160°W and near
55°S with an approximate magnitude of 12–15%. A secondary center is close to 50°E and 40°S with a magnitude
less than 9%. Both centers follow shallow ridges closely (cf.
maximum Z̄ ∗ in Fig. 8b).
In several indices, blockings were considered equivalent to the persistent positive anomalies (PPA) in time
(DG83; Renwick 2005; Parsons et al. 2016) imposed with
some thresholds. For a comparison with the method in this
study, the PPAs of Z500 were diagnosed from 1979 to 2015
based on the NCEP-NCAR Reanalysis data (color shading
in Fig. 8b). The thresholds for PPAs are similar to those
in Renwick (2005), i.e., positive anomalies larger than 100
GPMs and persistent for 5 days and longer. This selection
makes the results relatively more comparable with those for
the PMZs (Fig. 8a vs. b in color shading). In the Southern
Hemisphere, the annual frequencies of PPA exceed 15%
(yellow) in (150°W–90°W, 50°S–70°S), similar to those
based on MSLP (Sinclair 1996; Parsons et al. 2016, area
framed in red in their Fig. 1a). This area corresponds to relatively weaker Z500 ridges (smaller positive Z̄ ∗); it is farther
eastward than the shallow climatological ridges as maximum
Z̄ ∗ near the date line. Such a deviation is more evident in the
Northeast Pacific where relative maximum PPA frequencies exceeding 12% deviate by about 20° in longitude west
of the climatological ridge (maximum Z̄ ∗ over the inland of
northwestern North America). Similar deviations remain in
the composite of the Z500 conditioned on the detected PPA
for each grid point (not shown). It is noteworthy that the
blocking frequency is also larger in the Northeast Pacific
than inland North America detected by a combination of
TM90 and DG83 (Barriopedro et al. 2010; their Fig. 7), indicating similar deviations associated with time anomalies.
In addition, PPA frequencies remain notably large in high
latitudes. For example, the values exceed 12% (yellow) in
more than half of the high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere. Such large values potentially overestimate blocking
frequencies (Liu 1994) and can be improved by constraining
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Fig. 9  Frequency distributions for the impact area of tracked PMZ
events in DJF (a) and JJA (b)

the calculation with additional conditions such as requiring
reversals in meridional pressure gradients (Barriopedro et al.
2010). These two limitations of PPA based on time anomalies are much less evident in PMZs based on eddy anomalies.
For example, the PMZ frequency center is collocated with
the climatological ridges inland of the northwest America
(Fig. 8a). Because of these limitations, other statistics of the
PPA are not compared with PMZs below.
Blocking-pattern occurrences have a strong seasonality
with a maximum in DJF and a minimum in JJA (e.g., PH03;
Masato et al. 2013b). The tracked PMZs in this study also
have a maximum occurring in DJF and a minimum in JJA.
During DJF seasons (Fig. 9a), the overall pattern for the
occurrence is similar to the annual distribution (cf. Fig. 8),
although there are notable differences. The first is that the
maximum frequency occurs along the northwest coast of
North America with a magnitude larger than 36%, while the
second maximum is over the eastern Atlantic and Western
Europe with a magnitude less than 30%. This relationship
is similar to that for blockings only using meridional geostrophic winds (Kaas and Branstator 1993; their Fig. 2a), but

opposite to other blocking indices in which the Atlantic has
the largest frequency in DJF in the Northern Hemisphere
with values 30–50% larger than those in the northeast Pacific
(e.g., PH03; Barriopedro et al. 2010; Masato et al. 2013b).
It is noteworthy that the PMZ frequency maximum in the
northwest coast of North America is still about 15% larger
than that of only blockings detected by meridional geostrophic winds (equivalent to Z*; Kaas and Branstator 1993).
Over the Greenland, however, the frequencies of PMZs are
smaller than those of blocking patterns reported in other
studies. For example, a close inspection of DJF frequencies
indicates that the PMZs occur 3–4% in the Southwest Greenland and 8–10% in the Southeast, both about 5% in absolute
value smaller than the blockings (e.g., Scherrer et al. 2006;
their Fig. 2; Davini et al. 2014; the left panel of their Fig. 1)
but slightly larger than the large-scale blocking events in
Athanasiadias et al. (2014; their Fig. 4). Such differences
may be related to the definition of blockings in different
studies. The causes, however, merit further investigation.
Focusing on the Southern Hemisphere, the occurrence frequencies in DJF have an increase approximately 5% near the
central Pacific with a slight change in other regions compared with the annual occurrences.
PMZ events have the smallest occurrence frequency during JJA in most of the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 9b). Three
centers with a maximum occurrence exceeding 12% are evident. The first is over the central-eastern Atlantic near 25°W
and 45°N, the second stretches across Europe and extends
to 60°E with two local maxima, and the third is located in
the northwest US at 100°W and 45°N. Compared with the
annual distribution, the largest drop in frequency occurs over
the northwest coast of North America by more than 14%
with a shift of the center further inland. A similar large drop
occurs in the Atlantic-Europe sector by as much as 14%. The
only increase of frequency occurs in the Russian Far East
with a positive center of 4–7% near 60°N and 130°E. This
is the location where blocking highs usually occur to anchor
the wet period during late June and July known as Meiyu
in China, Baiwu in Japan, or Changma in Korea (e.g., Chen
and Zhai 2015). In the Southern Hemisphere, the occurrence
frequency is generally enhanced by 4–7% between 30°S and
80°S, indicating more PMZ events in cool seasons as well.
During the MAM season (not shown), there is a large
drop in frequency of up to 6% over the northwest coast of
North America compared to the annual distribution, while
the change is very small over the Atlantic-Europe sector. In
central Asia, there is an increase of up to 8% over the annual
frequency near 80°E and 45°N. A small change in occurrence frequency occurs in the Southern Hemisphere. During
the SON season (not shown) it is very close to the annual,
except for a slight reduction in Northeast Pacific, central
Asia, and the Atlantic, and a small increase over northern
Europe.
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Fig. 10  Frequency distribution for the impact grid points of the
tracked PMZ events between 1979 and 2015 for annual (solid black),
seasonal DJF (black dashed), MAM (red), JJA (green), and SON
(blue) averaged at the three latitudes of 40°, 50°, and 60°N

Fig. 11  Total number of PMZ cores during 1979–2015

The frequency distributions in DJF and JJA seasons
indicate that PMZ events occur mostly between 40° and
60° in latitude in both hemispheres. The frequencies averaged at the three latitudes of 40°, 50°, and 60°N in each
season are shown in Fig. 10 to further illustrate the seasonal variation of PMZ occurrences with longitude. The
thick-black curve for the annual distribution has maximum
values of 16–18% at 120°W and near 30°W–13°E, corresponding to the northeast Pacific and Atlantic-Europe
sectors (cf. Fig. 8a). In DJF season, the maximum in northeast Pacific near 120°W exceeds 33%, larger than that in
Atlantic-Europe near 15°W–10°E of 25–27%, which is the
most outstanding finding by our approach. The MAM season is close to the annual distribution except for a small
3% increase between 40°-60°E. The JJA season has the
lowest frequency magnitude among the seasons and annual
mean, with the maxima dropping below 10%. The SON
season is most similar to the annual distribution.
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Fig. 12  Frequency distributions of averaged moving speed (degree in
longitude per day) for tracked PMZ cores in the Northern (black) and
Southern (green) Hemisphere during all seasons in 1979–2015

We next present the climatological occurrence frequencies of tracked PMZ events in longitude, latitude, intensity,
duration, and average moving speed. The core points of each
PMZ are used for these statistics such that the results can be
roughly compared with those for blocking patterns in previous studies (e.g., PH03; Barriopedro et al. 2010; Masato
et al. 2013b).
Figure 11 shows the total number of PMZ cores during
1979–2015. In the Northern Hemisphere, PMZ cores occur
most frequently in the eastern Pacific between 130°–110°W
with a second maximum over the northeast Atlantic and
Europe between 30°W–10°E. These two maxima in occurrence frequency partly agree with those for blocking patterns in previous studies (e.g., PH03), with the maximum
in the Atlantic-Europe sector for blocking patterns being
larger than that in Pacific. The number of occurrences drops
in other longitudes and close to zero around 120°E. In the
Southern Hemisphere, the occurrence frequency is more
homogenous although several longitudes have a slightly
larger number of events near 30–60°E, 150–160°E, and
around 60°W. Such homogeneity is likely associated with
the larger ocean coverage in the Southern Hemisphere. In
addition, the core points fall between 30–85° latitude in both
Northern and Southern Hemispheres. The maximum number
of occurrences is near 50°N in the Northern Hemisphere and
57.5°S in the Southern Hemisphere, supporting 56–64°N as
the reference for identifying blocking patterns in the TM90
index (PH03).
The durations of blockings are known to have a loglinear distribution (e.g., PH03). PMZ cores have a similar
distribution too (not shown). The tracked PMZ cores in
the Southern Hemisphere have lower numbers as expected
with a faster rate of decrease compared with the Northern Hemisphere. However, they share a similar relative
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3.3 Comparison with Z200

Fig. 13  Same as Fig. 10, but for the Z200 where the threshold of the
core and impact grid points is 150 GPMs

distribution in both hemispheres, and after taking the
logarithm, the distributions become nearly linear (not
shown).
The average intensity of tracked cores does not have a
log-linear distribution and is similar between hemispheres
(not shown). It is worth noting that the weak ridges of
Z500 are filtered out from the distributions by using the
Z* threshold of 100 GPMs. A smaller threshold will add
more cores, but does not substantially change the intensity distributions, partly because the maximum number
of PMZ core events occurs near the 200 GPMs intensity
(not shown).
Most of the tracked PMZ cores move slower than 7° in
longitude per day, as shown in Fig. 12. In the Northern
Hemisphere, about 75% of the cores move slower than
4° per day (black in Fig. 12), and all of the cores have
an average speed of 2.8° per day. In the Southern Hemisphere (green in Fig. 12), the cores move slightly faster
with an average speed of 3.4° per day. Since 3–4° per day
(4–5 m s −1), is much smaller than the mean zonal wind
speed at 500 hPa (about 20–30 m s −1), these cores are
overall quasi-stationary. The low core speed supports the
10° per day as a reasonable threshold.

Table 3  Average number of
cores per year and STD, average
traveling distance (degrees
longitude) of PMZs versus data
resolution using the same PMZ
thresholds (Table 1)

Data source

Resolution

Small et al. (2014) argued that the low occurrence frequency of blocking patterns in JJA can be attributed to the
Z500 which is used as the base field for tracking. Since
our algorithm has identified more occurrences of PMZ
events than blocking patterns (cf. Fig. 8), a comparison is
made between the persistent maxima of Z500 with those
at 200 hPa (Z200) to see whether substantially more PMZ
events can be identified and tracked during JJA seasons.
The PMZs of Z200 were identified and tracked using
the procedure described in Sect. 2. The only difference
is that a threshold of 150 GPMs of Z * is used to define
the core points and impact areas. This relatively larger
threshold consistently removes weak maxima, which are
mostly associated with the subtropical anticyclones over
the Tibetan Plateau during summer. An even larger value,
(e.g., 200 GPMs) substantially reduces the number of
cores, but the relative frequency of persistent maxima is
still smaller in JJA than in DJF. Here we show only the
occurrence frequency distributions averaged at 40°, 50°
and 60°N (Fig. 13). The overall patterns are nearly identical to those in Fig. 10. A careful inspection indicates that
the occurrence of the persistent maxima of Z200 in JJA is
overall larger than that of Z500. For example, it is nearly
15% around 60°E, much larger than that of Z500 of less
than 9%. This is consistent with Small et al. (2014) being
that more PMZ events can be detected in the upper troposphere in JJA. Nevertheless, the larger values in the Pacific
and Atlantic-Europe sectors are still much smaller than
those in DJF, which does not change the strong seasonality. The similar distribution of the persistent maxima of
Z500 and Z200 also reflects the quasi-barotropic nature of
the PMZ events, similar to that of blockings (e.g., PH03).
3.4 Sensitivity to data resolution and PMZ thresholds
Tracked PMZ characteristics can vary with data resolution
and the thresholds set in the tracking algorithm (cf. Table 1).
Cores/year and STD
a

NH

SH
NCEP-NCAR
ERA-Interim
ERA-Interim
ERA-Interim
ERA-Interim
ERA-Interim
ERA-Interim
ERA-Interim
a

2.5° × 2.5°
2.5° × 2.5°
3° × 3°
2° × 2°
1.5° × 1.5°
1.125° × 1.125°
1° × 1°
0.75° × 0.75°

67.5
68.8
66.4
69.7
68.8
66.8
65.8
64.8

Average distance

8.8
8.2
8.4
7.4
7.4
5.8
5.1
6.1

100.6
98.8
96.2
100.4
98.8
94.9
93.9
91.5

9.3
7.3
8.8
7.8
8.0
7.3
7.5
7.9

SH

NH

17.4°
17.7°
17.8°
17.7°
17.8°
17.7°
17.6°
17.3°

19.3°
19.1°
19.3°
19.4°
19.3°
19.5°
19.6°
19.6°

The SH is for the Southern Hemisphere and the NH for the Northern Hemisphere
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Fig. 14  Annual frequency distribution averaged at the three latitudes
of 40°, 50°, and 60°N (closest latitudes otherwise) for the impact grid
points of the tracked PMZ events between 1979 and 2015 based on
the Z500 from the NCEP-NCAR Reanalysis at 2.5° × 2.5° in longitude and latitude (black), ERA-Interim at 0.75° × 0.75° (brown),
1.0° × 1.0° (light blue), 1.125° × 1.125° (purple), 1.5° × 1.5° (light
blue), 2.0° × 2.0° (blue), 2.5° × 2.5° (red), and 3° × 3° (green),
respectively

The probable range of the characteristics can be specified by
independently controlling these factors and analyzing their
impact on the algorithm performance. The first test employs
seven resolutions for the daily Z* of the ERA-Interim Reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011; ERAI hereafter), while it retains
the same PMZ thresholds in Table 1. Results show that the
PMZ features vary slightly at coarser resolutions and more
dramatically as the resolution increases. This sensitivity is
well represented by the changes of PMZ numbers per year
and PMZ frequencies (Table 3; Fig. 14).
Table 3 compares the number of PMZ events per year and
the STD in eight cases. The PMZ counts per year and their
STDs in the Southern and Northern Hemisphere are similar
for the data resolutions of 1.5° × 1.5° to 3° × 3°, indicating
small sensitivity at coarser resolutions. At 0.75° × 0.75°, the
number per year slightly decreases in the Southern Hemisphere, while it decreases more dramatically (3–4%) in the
Northern Hemisphere. Also compared in Table 3 is the average traveling distance of PMZ events (measured by degrees
Table 4  Sensitivity of average
cores per year and STD of PMZ
events to the thresholds for the
core or expanded area
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Name of case

CTL
C10
C30
C50
E200
B200

longitude). The distances vary within 1–2% (less than half a
degree longitude) among all resolutions, indicating a small
sensitivity to grid spacing.
The PMZ frequency varies with data resolution as well,
as shown by the annual frequency distribution for the PMZ
impact areas averaged at 40°, 50° and 60°N (closest latitudes otherwise) latitude (Fig. 14). The frequency changes
slightly between 10°–90°E, and it remains nearly identical at
other longitudes at coarser data resolutions (2.5°–3°; black,
red, and green curves). Increasing the data resolution causes
the frequency to drop by 3–5% at 1.5° × 1.5° and 5–9% at
0.75° × 0.75° over the Atlantic and Pacific-North America
sectors (cf. Table 3). This drop is partially due to a smaller
area being covered by the set of grid points at higher resolutions. A close inspection of Fig. 14, however, indicates that
the overall spatial distribution remains similar among all
tested resolutions, with the frequency slightly larger in the
Northeastern Pacific-North America sector compared to that
in the Atlantic-Europe sector.
The second sensitivity test prescribes a wider range of
PMZ thresholds at a fixed data resolution of 2.5° × 2.5°.
Two thresholds in the algorithm with large ranges are tested
in reference to the control (CTL) case based on Table 1,
i.e., within 20 GPMs (threshold 1) smaller than the local
maximum for the cores and the 100 GPMs (threshold 2)
for both the cores and impact areas. Tracked PMZ features
fluctuate with these thresholds more dramatically, as shown
in Table 4 for the number of PMZ events per year and in
Fig. 15 for the average annual frequencies of PMZ impact
areas. Increasing threshold 1 from 20 (CTL) to 30 (C30) or
50 (C50) GPMs reduces PMZ numbers per year by 20–40%
(Table 4). In contrast, decreasing threshold 1 to 10 GPMs
(C10) increases PMZs 4% in the Southern Hemisphere and
25% in the Northern Hemisphere. Increasing threshold 2
from 100 to 200 GPMs for the impact area (E200) does
not change the number of PMZs per year, but it reduces
the frequency by ~ 50% (light blue in Fig. 15). Increasing
threshold 2 to 200 GPMs for both the cores and impact areas
(B200) reduces both PMZ numbers per year (Table 4) and
frequencies (purple in Fig. 15) by more than 50%. The STD
of the number per year reduces with increasing thresholds
as well. A careful inspection of Fig. 15 indicates that the

Thresholds

Cores/year and STD

Core

Expanded

SH

100 GPMs; within 20 GPMs
100 GPMs; within 10 GPMs
100 GPMs; within 30 GPMs
100 GPMs; within 50 GPMs
Same as CTL
200 GPMs; within 20 GPMs

100 GPMs
100 GPMs
100 GPMs
100 GPMs
200 GPMs
200 GPMs

67.5
70.0
46.9
32.2
67.5
28.6

NH
8.8
10.0
6.6
6.9
8.8
4.8

100.6
125.8
77.8
59.7
100.6
43.5

9.3
9.5
8.2
7.6
9.3
6.6
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Fig. 15  Sensitivity to the thresholds in the annual frequency distribution averaged at the three latitudes of 40°, 50°, and 60°N for the
impact grid points of the tracked PMZ events between 1979 and 2015
based on the Z500 from the NCEP-NCAR Reanalysis at 2.5° × 2.5°
in longitude and latitude for CTL (black), C10 (red), C30 (green),
C50 (blue), E200 (light blue), and B200 (purple), respectively. See
Table 4 for the thresholds in each case

change in frequencies is spatially dependent and slightly
different in the Atlantic-Europe and Pacific-North America
sectors (color curves in Fig. 15). In particular, the C10 (red)
case increases the tracked PMZ frequency by 3% over the
Atlantic-Europe sector while it decreases the frequency very
slightly over the Northeastern Pacific-North America sector. The relatively larger sensitivity over the Atlantic-Europe
sector is likely due to an increased number of smaller PMZ
cores being identified. It is noteworthy that the frequency
distributions are generally similar among the cases, with
slightly larger values in the Northeastern Pacific-North
America sector compared to the Atlantic-Europe sector.
Similar sensitivities of PMZ features to data resolution and
the subjective thresholds occur in other seasons (not shown).
These tests indicate that the 2.5° × 2.5° resolution and associated subjective thresholds (specified in Sect. 2) are reasonable configurations for identifying and tracking the PMZs.

4 Summary and discussions
In this study, a Lagrangian objective approach is developed
to identify and track persistent open ridges of 500-hPa geopotential height (Z500) either as an individual event or as a
part attached to a blocking anticyclone. These ridges are not
designed to be captured by most indices for only blockings.
It is found that the eddy anomalies Z* of Z500 closely follow open ridges and closed anticyclones and thus serve as a
suitable base field for the tracking algorithm.
The tracked PMZ events have a few unique features,
besides their similarity to blocking patterns, as shown by

three case studies and climatological statistics. The main
results using the new method are summarized. Firstly, it was
found that persistent open ridges coincided with the historical heatwave in Europe during early August 2003. This event
includes nearly all open ridges and a short and weak blocking. These systems are generally not intended for detection
by an index for blocking patterns only, but they were identified and tracked by the method in this study. Secondly, in climatological statistics, PMZ events have a much larger number of occurrences in northeast Pacific and northwest North
America during cool seasons compared to the number of
blocking patterns detected by several blocking indices (e.g.,
Kaas and Branstator 1993, PH03; Masato et al. 2013b). This
feature is identified for the first time. The increased number of PMZs is attributed to the persistent open ridges and
weak omega-shape blockings identified using our approach.
Finally, the climatological statistics for PMZs are roughly
consistent with those for blocking patterns, agreeing with
the definitions of Z* and blocking highs as a subset of PMZs.
A comparison of the persistent maxima at Z500 with that
at Z200 indicates that the number of occurrence remains
smaller in summer than that in winter. There appears to be
a strong seasonality and quasi-barotropic aspect of PMZs.
The algorithm in this study uses several subjective thresholds. The two most influential are the moving speed limit at
10° longitude per day and the persistence of 4 days. Both are
selected following similar values in several blocking indices
(e.g., TM90; PH03). Other thresholds are fundamentally less
critical, because positive eddy anomalies Z* correspond to
only ridges. Slightly different thresholds such as moderately
reducing the 100 GPMs of eddy anomaly Z* for all PMZ gridpoint values do not substantially change the results, especially the relative larger frequency of the Northeastern Pacific
sector. There is some sensitivity in tracked PMZs to data
resolution, as indicated by the ERA-Interim products. Using
higher resolution reanalysis data appears to reduce PMZ frequencies, possibly because (1) the Z* at higher resolutions
tend to split the cores at coarse resolutions into smaller centers making the thresholds more difficult to satisfy for PMZs,
and (2) less grid points are counted in PMZ impact areas.
It is worth noting that this sensitivity is different from that
climate models at higher resolutions simulate more blocking
events (Davini and D’Andrea 2016). If the resolutions are the
same at 2.5° × 2.5°, the tracked PMZs are nearly identical in
the ERA-Interim and the NCEP-NCAR Reanalysis, suggesting a fair approach for comparison. The PMZ number and
frequencies are reduced dramatically with largely elevated
thresholds. Increasing the threshold from ≤ 20 to ≤ 50 GPMs
for the cores reduces PMZ numbers by 40% and increasing
the threshold from 100 to 200 GPMs for both the core and
impact areas reduces PMZ frequencies by 50%.
The new method treats open ridges and blocking highs in
a unified framework, thus, as few as two consecutive days
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of regularly gridded Z500 maps are sufficient for the algorithm to start the tracking procedure. There is no need for
a long time series of the base field to derive the estimation
of the mean and its time anomalies. This feature makes it
easy and feasible to evaluate operational systems with short
reforecasts and to validate short-term numerical simulations.
Treating open ridges and blockings at onset, developing,
mature, and decaying stages as one system may be favorable for understanding how and why open ridges evolve into
blocking episodes. It can also be a caveat for applications
requiring the separation of blocking patterns from persistent
open ridges if they are actually independent. This separation
is difficult by the Z* itself as the core is closed for any type
of PMZ. A constraint with strong meridional geostrophic
winds (Kaas and Branstator 1993) or a combination of our
algorithm with the TM90 index appears promising and merits more investigation.
Several more issues merit further investigations. The first
is the frequency of PMZs over the Greenland smaller than
that of blockings in Scherrer et al. (2006) and Davini et al.
(2014), but larger than the large-scale blocking events in
Athanasiadias et al. (2014). This inconsistency might be
clarified by (1) a more compatible definition of blocking,
and (2) a combination of blocking detecting approaches in
these and other studies with our approach. The second is
the trend of PMZ occurrence frequencies. A slight decreasing but statistically insignificant trend occurs in the yearly
number of PMZs in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres during 1979–2015 (not shown). Its relationship
with the ongoing climate change needs to be established.
Finally, the yearly numbers of PMZs in both the Northern
and Southern Hemispheres do not demonstrate a clear relationship with ENSO (not shown). Possible relationships of
individual PMZ events with ENSO and other planetary-scale
modes (e.g., NAO) need to be investigated.
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